MAINSTREAM English Communication Ⅲ Second Edition 英問英答

Chap. 10
1. What is the major role of the Tokyo Skytree?
― It is to transmit digital terrestrial broadcasting.
2. What does the blue lightning running from the top to the bottom represent?
― It represents the water of the Sumida River, which flows nearby.
3. What does the heavy use of LED lights reflect?
― It reflects the need for the conservation of energy.
4. What is the lightning concept of the Tokyo Skytree?
― It is to communicate today (to tomorrow) and the future (that lies beyond).
Chap. 11
1. Why do we lie?
― Because it is a way of trying to look good both to ourselves and to others.
2. Why isn’t lying always harmful?
― Because it is sometimes a good way to protect privacy, or to protect ourselves and others from pain.
3. How are many animals and humans different in deceiving?
― Many animals deceive others but humans deceive both themselves and others.
4. How many percent of people lied at least once during the 10-minute conversation according to a
Feldman’s study?
― 60 percent did.
5. What did a Jennifer Argo’s study reveal?
― It revealed that people are more willing to lie to co-workers than they are to strangers.
6. According to Feldman, what is a good result of honesty?
― Honesty results in more genuine relationships and greater trust.
本文について問う英語での質問と解答例を
パラグラフごとに用意しています。
Chap. 12
1. What did people in the Edo period do that was good for the environment?
― They took very good care of things and did not use too much because of limited sources.
2. What did people do about human waste?
― Farmers from rural areas bought it and used it as fertilizer.
3. What did people do about used clothes?
― They were resold in secondhand stores and reused many times by many different people.
4. What else did people do about things in the Edo period?
― They repaired them whenever necessary.
5. What did people enjoy in the period when Japan was cut off from the rest of the world?
― They enjoyed the highest level of welfare and cleanliness in the world.
6. What does the author think about the lifestyle of the Edo period?
― (The author thinks that) We should pay attention to and learn from the wisdom in it.
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